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that triggered these musings highlighted major improvements in salvage gear and techniques,
and discussed the viability of recovering some of the many vessels scattered about the
bottom of the Great Lakes. Few would be worth the effort, the newspaper editor concluded,
with the possible exceptions of the Pewabic, with its cargo of copper, and the Cayuga, with
its modern steel hull. His conclusion was simple: changes in steam-propelled vessels in the
previous decade and a half had rendered everything built prior to that point obsolete.

Those abandoned shipwrecks remain mute testimony to the uniqueness of the Great
Lakes. Not only do the Lakes hold the world’s largest supply of surface fresh water, but they
offer inland navigation stretching over a thousand miles into the heart of North America. The
nineteenth century application of steam to navigation rapidly transformed transportation on
many inland waterways, those of the Hudson River and the Mississippi-Ohio system perhaps
the most prominent among them. Where sloops on the Hudson and flatboats and keelboats
further west were soon displaced by an expanding fleet of steam-propelled craft, on the
Lakes commercial sail persisted into the twentieth century. In this respect, the navigation of
the Great Lakes had more in common with coastal shipping both in North America and
abroad where sail remained a viable alternative through most of the nineteenth century.2

During the War of 1812, substantial squadrons of sailing ships had navigated the
Lakes. The largest vessel to be put into service, HMS St. Lawrence, at 2,305 tons, would be
the single Royal Navy ship of the line ever confined to fresh water. With a loaded draught
of twenty feet she would have been incapable of entering most ports of call on the Great
Lakes in the nineteenth century.3 Barely a year after her launch, the return of peace freed
investors on both sides of the border to begin plans to deploy steamboats, the first two of
which went into service on Lake Ontario in the spring of 1817. Well over a century later
there was still working sail on the Lakes.4

There has been a general consensus among Great Lakes historians that the transition
from sail to steam as the dominant technology in Lakes shipping happened at some point
between 1868 and 1885. John Jensen declared that “until about 1875 the wooden schooner,
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